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‘We Covenant’ no more
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Last fall's tagline debate is over.
The President’s Council decided
not to use the phrase “We
Covenant” last January due to the
surrounding controversy.
Joyce Wood, associate vice president for university relations and
marketing, said she, the president
and many other administrators
thought they had informed the student body the University was not
going to use the tagline.
“[The cartoon in Sept. 3’s Echo]
was such a shock to me because we

really all felt very strongly that it
had been covered,” Wood said.
However, the conclusions from
the January meeting were never
released to students.
The latest information they
received was a December Echo
article which said, “the council
decided to use the ‘We Covenant’
tagline when a concise statement is
necessary, but it requested words
and phrases like ‘scholarship,’
‘service,’ ‘Christian,’ ‘intentional,’
‘Christ-centered community’ and
‘servant leadership’ be used as
much as possible.”

This week, some students were
surprised to learn that the tagline
was not going to be used.
“I didn’t know that it wasn't going to be used, but I'm
happy about it,” said junior
Hannah DeRegibus.
Though the decision not
to use the tagline was made before
spring 2004 semester, the administration thought the students knew.
“It is [University’s Relations’]
job to get the word [regarding the
decision] out to all of our constituents, including students,” Wood
said. “I feel like we did drop the ball

a little bit, and I apologize that students weren't made more aware of
what was happening.”
“I think that it's fine that we don't
use it,” said sophomore Rachel
Cusack. “We paid [Crane] for other
things as well, and the Web site
looks great.”
Crane MetaMarketing chose the
“covenant” tagline for Taylor
through a process they called “distilling [Taylor's] distinctive.”
They wrote, “What makes Taylor
Taylor is the overwhelming sense
of living together in covenant,”
according to the Taylor Web site.

Wood said they haven’t lost the
community idea, just the wording.
“We still have what makes
Taylor [unique].”
Instead of using the “covenant”
tagline, the University will continue
to use the phrase, “An intentional
Christ-centered, learning, living
and serving community” in
some instances, such as on
Taylor’s Web site.
Wood also wanted students to
know that no part of the decision
was taken lightly.
“There was a lot of prayer and
consideration involved,” she said.

Things such as the official purple and gold colors, athletic graphics, the cross and crucible, the
university seal and the president's
seal will not change.
Crane will also provide a style
guide with information about fonts
and marketing colors.
Wood said that this will “help us
understand and communicate concepts of community.”
Crane MetaMarketing is a firm
in Atlanta, Ga. Taylor hired last year
to develop a marketing campaign.
The “We Covenant” tagline was
one results of the campaign.

Daniels
rolls into
campus
on state
tour
Daniels, candidate for
Indiana governor, makes
Taylor campaign stop
Photo by Matt Wissman

BY MIA WALES
STAFF WRITER
Who travels around Indiana in an
RV plastered with thousands of
Hoosier signatures from all 92
counties? My Man Mitch.
Republican Mitch Daniels
is running for governor of Indiana
in the 2004 election against current
governor Joseph Kernan. He has
been traveling around the state to
gain the admiration of the public.
His autographed RV pulled up in
front of the Student Union on
Wednesday afternoon where students, faculty, photographers and
reporters greeted him.
Daniels is focusing much of his

campaign on the youth of Indiana.
He has visited 33 colleges and universities, including Taylor.
He spent much of his time on
campus answering questions and
getting his picture taken. He also
spoke in a Basic Reporting class
taught by Professor Donna Downs.
“The way he was able
to...[remember] our names...was
impressive,” said sophomore
Seth Barnes.
One of Daniels’ primary concerns has been the exodus of young
people from the state of Indiana.
After completing their education,
many students move to other
regions of the United States.
Daniels blames economic decline

Mitch Daniels, Republican candidate for governor of Indiana, talks with seniors Ben Harrison and Holly May in the Union on
Wednesday. Daniels spent the afternoon mingling with students and faculty, talking about issues relating to the youth of America.

“[Indiana] needs to be reformed and rebuilt. I don’t
want the job to cut ribbons and sit on the 50-yardline...we are the party of change.”
-Mitch Daniels
and the mismanagement of the state
government. He advocates a smaller state government which operates
more on the will of the people.
One of his primary goals as governor is to make Indiana a better
place to live with more
job opportunities.
“[We need to] become a state of

job makers, not job takers,” said
Daniels. “[Indiana] needs to be
reformed and rebuilt. I don’t want
the job to cut ribbons and sit on the
50-yard-line...we are the party
of change.”
Daniels is not a new face in the
world of politics. After four years at
Princeton University, he continued

his education with five years of law
school from both Indiana
University School of Law and
Georgetown Law School.
After the completion of his education, he became an aid to former
mayor of Indianapolis Richard
Lugar. When Lugar became an
Indiana senator, Daniels acted as his
campaign manager and his chief of
staff in Washington, D.C.
Daniels also served as senior
staff advisor under President Regan
and as the director of the office of
management and budget under
President Bush.

As an elder at Tabernacle
Presbyterian
Church
of
Indianapolis, Daniels also believes
that religion of all kinds belongs
back in the public square. Though
he upholds the separation of church
and state, he said there are “many
ways we could involve people of
faith more actively.”
He desires to live his faith better
than he does and hopes to leave a
worthy legacy.
“I fall very, very short,” He said.
“I want to pass on with my daughters proud of me.”

Spiritual Renewal provides healthy journey
BY BEN GASTRIGHT
STAFF WRITER
Pastor Scotty Smith of Franklin,
Tenn. spoke to the Taylor community for Spiritual Renewal Week.
“My hope would be that
I’m able to help all of us see that in
the history of renewal God always
has a concern for individuals in
need of renewal,” Smith said, “but
his concern for individuals is
always connected to his larger passion for his whole world.”
Smith began the first of four
messages under the collective title
“Living as Children of God’s
Affection and Subjects in His
Kingdom” on Wednesday After
Pastor Gruendyke, President
Gyertson and the chapel coordinators laid hands on Smith and
prayed for him.
Smith’s messages had two prevailing themes. The first was realizing God’s love for us in his commitment to restore the fallen cre-

ation. The second was discovering
our own individual story amid the
totality of God's story. Smith covered both themes using the book of
Zephaniah.
“In order to engage with these
two big stories, and especially in
our own story, we need to see the
combination of our [wounds] and
our sinfulness…we're not looking
for excuses, we're looking for
explanations, and renewal takes us
there,” Smith said.
His interest in personal spiritual
renewal stems from a chapter in his
own story which began in February
of 1999. Smith shared his journey
of personal redemption and its lasting effect in his message
Wednesday night to nearly a thousand students and faculty.
“What
Scotty
shared
Wednesday night was huge,” said
chapel coordinator junior Mark
Grunden. “It’s a trust and a love for
one another that will allow the deep
issues of the heart to be discovered

which in turn will open our eyes to
see how God’s grand story of his
glory is being worked out
within us.”
Smith said it’s not always easy
for us to love and trust one another,
but God is committed to making all
things new.
“Sometimes the Savior has to
break our legs to carry us into the
fold so we can believe,” he said.
Smith will continue his message of
renewal in a book he is co-authoring with Stephen Curtis Chapman
titled Restoring Broken Things
which is set for release in the spring.

Pastor Scotty Smith spoke of
God’s affection to the student
body during Spiritual Renewal
Week. He spoke on
Wednesday and Friday mornings and Wednesday and
Thursday nights.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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Taylor competes
for best satellite
BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
Taylor students set their sights
on the sky with a new
satellite prototype.
Last Friday, the physics department displayed their nanosatellite in
the Galleria.
“I’m not that interested in science,” said Student Body President
Aaron Shapiro, “but it’s really cool
to see what we’re capable of and all
the projects that students are able
to work on.”
The physics department designed
the prototype to compete in a
national competition by the Air
Force Research Lab.
The competition includes 13

schools from across the nation,
mostly graduate and state schools.
“Taylor is the only undergrad
university in the competition,” said
senior Austin Kirchhoff.
“And we’re the only small
Christian college in this,” added
senior Dwayne Hagerman.
The competition motivates students to create the best working
satellite. The school with the best
design will receive a launch and a
$100,000 grant to build a
working satellite.
Up to 30 Taylor students with
Physics Professor Dr. Hank Voss
have worked on the project over the
last year and a half.
“I worked here at Taylor last

Employee health
plan meeting to
discuss new plans
New plan gives benefits to faculty and staff
BY ROB KOLUCH
CONTRIBUTOR
The Health Care Plan for the faculty and staff of Taylor University will
see significant changes beginning
in 2005.
Increasing claims, costs and
funding per employee have forced
the administration to examine their
plan and look at ways to cut costs.
Ron Sutherland, vice president for
business and finance, held faculty
meetings on Tuesday and Thursday
to explain the plan and the
available options.
“I know none of you like to hear
this and I hate having to tell you,”
he said about the changes.
“Unfortunately, this is where
we are.”
As a result of these rising costs,
Taylor has to share costs with
its faculty.
“We want to have representation
across the board,” Sutherland said.
“It is important that we reach the
best conclusions for our faculty.”
Faculty members are forming a
committee to examine options
for a new plan.
Tim Ziegler, technical director of
theatre, said, “My prayer is that people on the committee choose wisely
for the rest of us.”
Some of the new plan’s options
include increased employee premium amounts per month, changed

benefits, a more consumer-driven
plan and the introduction of more
preventative measures.
“I would be very excited to be part of a preventative
wellness program,” said Jeff
Cramer, professor of computer science. “It would give me more
incentive to get out to the gym and
give me more responsibility for my
own health.”
The cost of health care for the
Taylor faculty rose significantly
over the last two years due to the rising costs of health plans nationally.
Claims and costs are up 29.4 percent, and the funding per employee
from the budget is up 60.6 percent
over the last four years.
“It’s inevitable that costs would
go up," Ziegler said.
Taylor’s current medical plan
costs more than most other schools,
but Taylor faculty and staff benefit
through lower co-pays and
deductibles. The new plan will be
more family friendly, covering
more dependents than the national
average.
The committee will review
options and make a recommendation to the President's Council by
Nov. 15. The President's Council
will determine a plan for 2005-06
by Dec. 1 and the Board of Trustees
will review the plan at a January,
2005 meeting.

summer and have just stuck with
[the project] the whole way
through,” Kirchhoff said.
Fifteen students presented their
prototype at the small satellite exhibition at Utah State University, on
Aug. 9-12 as a requirement
of the competition.
“It was a great experience to be
able to be involved in an engineering project in the professional world
while still being an undergraduate,”
said sophomore Andrew Strange.
“It was just really neat.”
The winner of the competition
will be decided in January, and the
winning school will have until
spring of 2006 to complete
their satellite.

Seminar speaks on
sharing hope with Muslims
The one day seminar teaches students how to evangelize to Muslims
BY LESLIE LEAK
STAFF WRITER
Fouad Masri, founder and president
of the Crescent Project, will lead a
one-day seminar at Union Chapel
Ministries in Muncie.
“Over six million Muslims live
in North America and most
have not heard an effective
presentation of the gospel,” said
Jenny Collins, instructor of missions in T.W.O.

GIVE BLOOD!
Thursday
September 23
on campus.
AND
Keep an eye out for
the Red Cross
Educational Truck on
Saturday, September
25, from 10 a.m. 2 p.m. in the library
parking lot.

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Fun at the Covered Bridge
Students Johanna Arens, junior, and Samantha Briggs, sophomore, feed a camel in the petting zoo area at
this year’s Covered Bridge Festival in Matthews, Ind. Every year, the Matthews Lions Club hosts the festival.
This year’s events included food, camel rides, antique cars and crafts tents.

Join the Echo Staff
Would you like to get paid to
read The Echo? Be our Copy
Editor. Interested? Call the
office x85359

News

Photo provided by Austin Kirchhoff

Students Josh Zapf, Derek Schmidt, Andrew Strange, Dwayne Hagerman, Jesse Hibbs, Austin
Kirchhoff, David Voss, Joel Ahlquist and Noah McCalment work on the satellite prototype in Nussbaum.

12th Annual Tenderloin Fry
All You Can Eat for $6.00!

This community fund raiser is sponsored by the Upland Chamber
of Commerce. Please join us on Friday, September 17, 2004 from
4:00 - 7:00 p.m. at Eastbrook Elementary on 2nd and Berry St.

Support your local community!

The Crescent Project is a program meant to “help Christians in
North America reach out in love
to [their] Muslim neighbors,”
according to sharethehope.net.
Masri spoke in chapel during
Taylor's World Opportunities Week
last fall and mentioned that for
every million Muslims only 2.3
missionaries exist.
The average Muslim, who
immigrates to the U.S., is not invited into an American home until 10

years after he or she arrives according to Keith Philips, president
of World Impact.
“We are not doing a very
good job of reaching out to the
Muslims that God is bringing to
our doorstep,” Collins said.
A $30 registration fee for the
seminar covers the cost of the event
plus lunch and a 100-page notebook for each person attending.
Churches hosting the seminar help
subsidize the cost and do not

receive profits from the event.
“This seminar will give students
the vision and tools to confidently
befriend Muslims and possibly
introduce them to a relationship
with Christ,” Collins said.
The seminar will take place On
Saturday, Sept. 25 from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m., Union Chapel Ministries,
4622 N. Broadway, Muncie.
Registration forms are available in
the T.W.O. office or at sharethehope.net.
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Married...with homework
Taylor’s married students learn the secrets of balancing their lives
BY MEAGAN SMIGELSKY
STAFF WRITER
“I now pronounce you husband and
wife”
With this declaration, two single
people become one and in an
instant, every aspect of their lives
changes. After the honeymoon, they
quickly have to learn how to live
together and share responsibilities
as adults. Stressful as that may be
for any couple, things get even
more interesting when they are still
in school.
Jess Salberg and Joel Hartong
met at Taylor's summer orientation
in July 2001.
"I thought she was weird,"
Hartong said, remembering those
first days. "And I thought her name
was Joy."
Salberg and Hartong were
reunited at the beginning of their
freshman year when they discovered they were in the same
PROBE group.
After turning Hartong down for
a date three times, Salberg finally
accepted his offer. Eleven months
later, the couple got engaged and
were married Aug. 14, 2004. Since
then, they have returned to Taylor to
complete their senior years.
The Hartongs have been married just over a month, but they are
both keenly aware of the adjustments that have to be made.
For Jess, juggling work, homework, housework and cooking has
been a challenge. Joel is learning to
balance two jobs in addition to
homework and his own list of
household chores.
"But the biggest thing for me,"
Joel said, "is not being able to do
whatever I want whenever I
want. Being attached means
making sacrifices."
“Getting married while we were
still in school was a tough decision," Jess said."We made a list of
the pros and cons of waiting and
decided that we could spend more
time together the first year if we
were both in school keeping similar schedules."
The couple agreed that the deci-

After a month of marriage, Joel and Jess Hartong are getting used to life as students and as a married couple. They have to learn how to balance school work and household duties.

sion to get married while still in
school is one that is different for
every couple and depends on maturity and prayer.
Taylor graduates Rachel ('04) and
Steve ('03) Elwood were married
before Rachel graduated.
"My parents made me promise that I wouldn't get married in
college," Rachel said. "When they
met Steve, they were the ones that
told us to get married even though I
was not finished."
The Elwoods have been married
over a year and have learned a great
deal about life after the wedding.
"Marriage takes a lot more time
than you think," Rachel said. "Your
husband is not your roommate and
you can't just come and go and
spend time as you please."
"When people are autonomous,
they change," Steve said. "For
some people, it is good to wait till

“Love is an action, not a feeling. It is based on
trust...and taking out the garbage.”
- Steve Elwood (‘03)
that change happens before they
get married."
The Elwoods have noticed
changes in each other in their
year together.
"I have become the more extroverted one," Steve said, "And
Rachel has become more reserved."
In addition to the changes in their
personalities, marriage has revealed
some of their deeper parts.
"The ugliest parts of me were out
in the open," Rachel said. "When
you live so intimately with another,

who you really are can't hide. And if
you do try to hide, it is not healthy."
Although there are challenges
that come with marriage, the
Hartongs and Elwoods are quick to
point out that the joys of being married are far greater.
"There is nothing quite as wonderful as coming home after a hard
day to the one I love more than anyone else in the world," said Rachel.
Steve agreed, "Love is an action,
not a feeling. It is based on trust…
and taking out the garbage."

New hall directors make
themselves at home
BY HANNAH DEREGIBUS
STAFF WRITER
College life is probably the furthest
you can get from life in the "real
world." So what would it be like to
relive those same experiences five
years after leaving the bubble?
This year, three new hall directors
have this rare opportunity as they
settle into Gerig, Olson and English
Halls. All three Taylor graduates
are excited to begin a new Taylor
experience, this time as mentors to
resident students.
Elizabeth Davies (‘02), the new
hall director of Gerig Hall, has had
much preparation for the job.
She was the Olson assistant hall
director last year and stand-in
English hall director during January
term. She loved working in both
halls, but as a former student from
Bergwall, she enjoys the co-ed
aspect of Gerig.
Davies also works in the Student
Development center as a career
counselor. Her masters' degree in

ESL builds
bridges to
Hispanic
community
BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Photo by Matt Wissman

counseling and past leadership
experiences while at Taylor have
prepared her for both of these jobs.
She is also ready because of her
willing spirit.
"I am passionate about growth
and I like to encourage students
through that," she said. "I want to
challenge students who haven't
critically thought about their walk."
Sophomore Nathan Griswell of
Fourth Gerig especially appreciates
her enthusiasm.
"She has always been really willing to get involved in our activities
and she's really open," he said.
New Olson hall director Shelley
Casbarro has previous experiences
that have helped her in relational
aspects. In the past, she worked
in Spain with Alliance World
Missions and also did social work
for at-risk youth.
Casbarro aspires to encourage the
women of Olson.
"I want to suffer with and come
beside the women who go through
tough experiences," she said, "and
[those who have] lots of excitement
and joy."

She also wants the women of
Olson to find out who God wants
them to be, rather than being affected by outside influences.
Mindy Peterson, a sophomore
PA on Third Center Olson, said
Casbarro has been a welcome addition in Olson Hall.
"She's a really good listener and
makes great first impressions,"
Peterson said.
Peterson is also looking forward
to the changes Casbarro will be
making within the hall. "She's
bringing back the formerly traditional Olson fashion show that
focuses on modesty," she said.
Casbarro, a January 2001 graduate, has wanted the hall director's job since she was a PA. Now
that she has moved in, she is
already back to playing intramurals with fellow residents.
"I feel guilty that I get paid for this
job," she said.
Missy Chambless, the new
English hall director, is also pleased
with her new position.
"I'm recreating a new Taylor
experience, but not as a student,"

she said.
Since her graduation in 2000,
Missy worked in Taylor's Student
Development, in the Taylor Student
Organization and with Ethnic
Student Programs. Later, she
worked at a wilderness therapy
camp in Canada for at-risk youth
which aroused her passion for
non-traditional counseling.
She received her masters' degree
in counseling at Regent University,
which she says is a useful background for residence life.
"She interacts with the girls all
the time and always makes herself available," said junior Emily
McIntyre,
Second
Center
English PA.
Chambless has made it a personal goal to know the women of
English beyond facial recognition.
"I have learned the importance of
building strong female relationships," she said.
Returning to college is certainly a
rare opportunity. All three of these
women are delighted to be back at
their alma mater and look forward
to the year ahead.
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If you can speak English, you can
minister to others.
That's the message of the
Community Outreach-sponsored
English as a Second Language program. A group of students travel to
Marion twice a week to teach
Hispanic immigrants how to adjust
to life in America and use the
English language .
"It's different from a typical ESL
class," said director Hannah Foster.
Taylor students help with the program that meets in the Seventh Day
Adventist Church in Marion. It is
funded and approved by the
Hispanic Roundtable, a group
that cares for the needs of the
Hispanic community.
Each week, about 10 people
attend the classes. The Taylor students follow a curriculum designed
by Rey Vasquez, the leader of the
program. They use various activities to teach the students life skills.
"It is very interactional," said
Foster. "We teach things like how to
respond if a police officer pulls you
over, or what to do when your child
gets sick." Vocabulary sheets usually correspond to the lesson.
"We help them use the practical
everyday skills we take for granted," she said.
The more advanced students also
take the time to help the other students, which is gratifying for Foster.
"We equip them and then they
help equip others," she said.
The class participates in other
cultural activities, since many of the
students come from different areas
of the Hispanic world. At group dinners, each person brings a dish and
talks about his or her own country
and culture.
"It's so amazing to see the connection from all over the world,"
Foster said.
Foster has also enjoyed building
relationships with the students
beyond the classroom.
"It's a very embracing communi-

ty," she said. Taylor students are
able to spend time with the ESL
students on a more social basis.
Foster has even been invited to children’s birthday parties.
"It's a lot to do with breaking
down stereotypes," Foster said.
Taylor students are able to participate in the Hispanic community
while Marion residents see the
Taylor students in a positive light.
Foster has especially noticed a
connection between the Hispanic
students and the missionary kids
who help teach.
"It is one of the most amazing
things," she said.
However, you do not have to be
fluent in Spanish to help at ESL.
"It's harder if you don't know
Spanish," Foster said, "but there are
always people on different levels
that I can work with."
Ultimately, for Foster and the
other students, ESL is about sharing
the gospel. There have been some
good opportunities to explain why
they come to teach each week.
"I tell them ‘God calls us to love
our neighbors,’" Foster said. "‘This
is how I can love you.’"
Although the nights and times for
ESL are still to be determined,
Foster is looking for people to help.
She pointed out that ESL is one of
the few ministries at Taylor that is
aimed at young adults and adults.
"If you have a heart for Hispanic
people or want to reach people who
usually get overlooked, ESL may
be a good ministry for you," Foster
said. She especially would like to
see the men of Taylor get involved
in this ministry.
"Language is such a tool and we
are empowering [the Hispanic
community]," Foster said. "They
are so appreciative."

Sign-ups for ESL and all
Community Outreach ministries
will be in the DC on Wed. Sept. 22
and Thurs. Sept. 23.

Photo provided by Hannah Foster

English as a Second Language Director Hannah Foster spends time with
some of the students. ESL is a Taylor-sponsored outreach to the Hispanic
residents of Marion.

Want to make a difference in the world?
Join the Realife - Youth for Christ Team
Build relationships with elementry youth in Marion
Call: Regan Hess 5817 or Meredith Costolo 4411

Photos by Alisse Goldsmith

New residence hall directors (from left), Elizabeth Davies, Shelley Casbarro and Missy Chambless are getting settled into life in the dorms. All three are
Taylor graduates and are glad to be back on campus.
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“What we have to do is to be forever curiously testing new opinions and
courting new impressions.”
-Walter Pater
Letter to the Editor

Christians duty-bound
to make political choices
lives, including politics.
Americans are standing at
political crossroads; no matter
which path voters choose, we
all have to live with the results.
Do you drive, pay taxes, go to
school, and go to church? I
think we all know that each one
of those involves some sort of
public policy. Whether we like
it or not, the government is a
part of our everyday lives.
BY JENNIFER DEGEYTER
There are some 60 million
GUEST COLUMNIST
evangelical Christians in
America, yet three out of four
heerleaders aren't didn't bother to vote in the last
real athletes.” “The national election. No Christian
Chicago
Cubs should stay silent or refuse to
stink.” “Communications is a vote. It is our duty as
lame major.” “Wheaton is bet- Americans to vote, but more
ter than Taylor.” Has anyone importantly, it is our duty as
ever said something that he Christians to be active in the
believed was true, and it political process.
Dr. Randy Brinson from
offended you?
Well, I was visiting a new Focus on the Family said
church on Sunday when I got “Between 1992 and 2000, of
hit with “You can't be a politi- the evangelicals who were
cian and a Christian.” This registered to vote, 6 million
struck a defense cord in my didn't participate” — adding
heart as I defended Taylor as that another 25 to 30 million
aren't even regisbeing a place of truly
integrating faith in No Christian tered. Those statistics
make me wince as I
learning. As much as
fear for our lack of
we throw around should stay
participation.
We
those four words, it silent or
cannot be silent and
really is an atmosphere of Christ first, refuse to vote. not participate, otherwise the government
then education.
As the teacher allowed me to will not hear us.
Regardless of your party, you
take the quick opportunity to
jump on my soap box, I took have a duty to vote and to be an
that chance and told him my educated voter. I challenge you
thoughts. Immediately, I said to watch the news, read the
“No, I am first a Christian and paper, or listen to debates. We
have a civic and a spiritual duty
then a politician.”
Being a political science major, not only to vote but to be sure
it is imperative for me to be that those who are elected align
taught a Christian worldview their values with the Bible.
You have freedom here in the
along with the world's views of
not only politics, but how to United States to vote openly.
make decisions based on the Think about the freedom that
Bible. At Taylor, students can God gave us to reason and the
choose their major, but first, free will to make decisions.
they choose to come to Taylor Do not disregard the free
to be taught from the biblical chance to voice your opinion
perspective of living in the and your desires for this country. Be a Christian first, and
light of Jesus Christ.
I think that is how we should then vote to impact the nation
be in every single aspect of our for Jesus Christ.

Taylor
campus
ignoring
biblical
mandate
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Presidential candidates argue unconvincingly
on improving country for next generation

BY TIM LOFTON
GUEST COLUMNIST
ibjab.com is funny. If
there's anything that currently sums up my decisions on the upcoming election,
this may be the only perfectly
honest statement that can be
reached. This tears me to
pieces, since I have wanted to
vote since the day I realized my
birthday is on a presidential
election week every four years.
While some who share my
day of womb-freedom may
choose to spend theirs in different (shall we say licentious?)
ways, I look forward to celebrating mine by pulling levers
that will have an impact on my
community, my state, and my
country. I actually want to
participate in exercising rights
that some see as needless, but
have been defended by statesmen and soldiers throughout
our history. The only problem
is; I haven't decided who best
speaks for me.
I'm a swing voter — often
referred to as an undecided,
independent, or soccer mom …
depending on the surveys.
While we are very eager to par-

J

ticipate in the local, state, and
presidential elections come
November, our stances on who
to vote for have not yet been
set in stone. The gubernatorial
and presidential elections, in
particular, have been a source
of constant frustration for me.
There are some obvious differences between the candidates, and I have nothing but
the utmost respect for all of the
men currently running. Yet, I
have yet to be convinced by
the argument that Kernan,
Daniels, Bush, or Kerry have
presented up to now. I have
read through the promises and
stances made on Web sites, television, and in print, but the
weight of my potential decisions hang heavy over me.
Our country is in a very
volatile position at the
moment. We are “finishing” a
war across the globe, which has
been the number one issue
among debaters this summer.
Our economy is still in a very
bad way, with some blaming
the recession on the recent tax
breaks and others blaming it on
nothing more than a natural dip
in the global economy.
Education will need to be
picked up as a serious topic
again after Jan. 16, 2005.
As one might see, the swing
voter has a lot on his plate to
consider before casting that
federal ballot. But for me, this
is not the most important vote.
I am a resident of Indiana —
a state that has been playing
catch-up with the rest of the
nation since long before I came
on the scene. While our former,

late, Governor O'Bannon did
quite a bit in his first term to
attempt a turnaround, the past
few years have seen the state
remain at the bottom of the
national list in education and
employment.
Recent scandals involving
the BMV, state prison bankroll
and welfare system have not
only raised public distrust in
state government, but created a
red tape system that makes getting a state job like chopping
off toes. (Believe me, I know.)
One needs look no further than
our neighboring city of Marion
to know that this state is in dire
need of change.
I want to see someone, no matter what he has done before
now; who is more concerned
about how this country will be
in four years than he is about a
vote in November. By the end
of the term that we are voting
for, I will have graduated from
college, and will hopefully
have married and started a family. This is what I want from
my candidates: I don't care
about seeing images of you
hanging out with locals. I don't
care about what you've accomplished on a personal level.
What I do care about is how
you're going to continue the
long tradition this country has
of making life better for the
next generation — my kids.
They, along with every citizen
of this country and especially
this state, deserve much better.
Until I can see that there's a
clear candidate who can make
that difference, I'll just pull up
jibjab and sing along.
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still swinging
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BY EMILY KIEFER

BY EMILY KIEFER
OPINIONS EDITOR
f you think you have something worthwhile to say,
you're probably right. Say it.
Write a letter to The Echo.
If you consider the opinions
page trivial because you're generally unconvinced by letters
to the editor, and if you laugh
at unpersuasive language like
“I am appalled” or “It saddens
my heart,” then raise the level
of discussion by writing a
letter yourself.
If you disconnect yourself

I

from the dialog, you won't help
anybody. If you have something to say, we want to hear
it. And if you write a good letter, all those sound-minded,
logical, Christ-seeking Taylor
students out there will take
you seriously.
What's the point of the opinions section of The Echo? It’s
to let members of Taylor's community read viewpoints from
their peers, judge whether they
are right or wrong, and shape
their own views accordingly.
We're all around the same age
here and we share the same
faith — seems like we'd be
very interested in the convictions our fellow students are
forming. On this page, we can
read the opinions of people we
wouldn't necessarily run into
on a regular day.
Think about this opportunity.
You get your ideas circulated
among almost 2,000 bright
young men and women who
are daily forming the beliefs
and principles that will guide

them through life. You might
say college is the last step
before independent adulthood.
Can we deny the opportunity to
discuss with each other which
beliefs are the right ones? Or
which truths we should cling to
when we go off to start our own
families and careers?
The Echo isn't a forum for
mere complaints or pointless
satire. This is where we sound
out the validity of our opinions.
We read this page in order to
distinguish between truth and
falsehood, that we may argue
on the side of truth.
Here's something you may
not know: letters to the editor
can be short. One clear, concise
thought is better than a page
full of ramblings. In fact, we
have a word limit. Stay under it.
After you graduate, it may not
be so easy or cost-free to share
your thoughts with this many
like-minded people at once.
Taylor professors and students
are interested in what you have
to say. Join the dialog.

hough I am not a member
T
of the Taylor community, I
count it a privilege to be able to
come and worship with fellow
believers in chapel. I believe
that Jesus Christ is honored as
we come together to lift up his
name. And my soul is fed.
Thank you, Taylor, for opening
chapel to the community.
I do have a concern that as
we come together to worship at
Taylor, we are ignoring one of
Jesus’ central commands. And
that is to pray for our enemies.
In Matthew 5:44-45a Jesus
teaches, “But I tell you: love
your enemies and pray for
those who persecute you, that
you may be sons of your Father
in heaven.”
As we often do, we prayed
for “our” troops in chapel last
week. What are we praying
for? I hope that our deepest
desire for them is that they will
know Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior, and that they will shine
as lights so that the Iraqi and
Afghan people that they come
in contact with would be led
into a saving relationship with
Jesus Christ. What is more
important than that?
I would urge us as a community that claims Jesus Christ as
Lord and Savior to be obedient
to his every command, including the one that is given in
Matthew 5:44-45. It is good
and proper to pray for the safety of “our” troops. The death of
an unbeliever is a tragedy of
eternal proportions. And the
untimely death of a believer
brings great sorrow. But we
must be sure to pray the same
for our enemies. For if we do
not, then we are only loving
those who love us. And if we
only love those who love us,
are we any better than the
pagans (Matthew 5:46-47)?
God’s call to love our enemies
and to pray for them is not
something outlandish. It is a
call for us to put on the character of God. Loving one's enemies is at the heart of
Christianity. I worship a God
who, while I was his enemy,
loved me enough to die for me
(Romans 5:10). May we have
the courage to love as boldly
and powerfully and widely
as the one we worship and
adore: Jesus.
By Curt Blasiman

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be
received by 6 p.m. on
Wednesday and be 425
words or less in order to
be published in the coming
Friday’s issue. Letters should
include daytime telephone
and signature. You can write
us off-campus at: The Echo,
Taylor University, 236 W.
Reade Ave., Upland, IN
46989-1001. On-campus
at: The Echo, Rupp
Communications Building, or
via e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters
to the Editor do not necessarily
represent The Echo or its staff
or Taylor University.

VOTER
REGISTRATION

Don’t forget to register
to vote and request
absentee ballots for the
Nov. 2 election! Absentee
ballot registration for
most states ends Oct. 2.
See your state’s Web site
for more information.
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“There are cracks, cracks, in everyting, that’s how the light gets in.”
-Leonard Cohen

Hero promises
viewers gripping
cinematic journey
BY ERIK KIELISCH
STAFF WRITER
A hero does not fight for himself; he lays down his life for
the greater good. This is no
Bible lesson. It's the premise of
Jet Li's latest film, Hero.
Set in 200 B.C., this martial
arts epic takes place when
China's first emperor was busy
conquering all the land for
his empire.
Jet Li's nameless character
has somehow dispatched the
three most feared assassins in
the kingdom. The emperor is
duly impressed and orders Li to
recount his tales of victory.
Li's retelling, director Yimou
Zhang alludes to elements used
in many different films but
mostly manages a unique creation.
The story's framework copies
Run, Lola Run's thrice spliced
story line. As Lola told three
variations of the same story,
Hero does the same. The versions' different viewpoints parallel The Usual Suspects'
changing perspectives. This
gutsy, non-linear storyline fuels
both the story's intrigue and its
potential downfall.
The three different variations
keep the audience guessing, but
several scenes are repeated and
may easily bore the audience.
I enjoyed the different variations because subtle changes
occurred in the setting and
dress of the characters reflected
their deepening personalities,
but the repeated fight scenes
have the lackluster feel of the
instant replay. They're nice to
look at, but I wanted to move on.
The Matrix obviously influences at least one fight scene
where two combatants leap
toward each other then freeze
in mid-air while the camera
pans around them.
In the fight scenes, Hero
delves deeply into Chinese
warrior mysticism. The warriors are so in tune with themselves and their skill, they take
on superhuman powers. They
can run across water, fly
through the air, manipulate
wind, cut through a small army
and snatch arrows out of mid-air.

See FFH
in concert!
When: 8 p.m. Oct.
2, Homecoming
Weekend
Where: Rediger
Auditorium
Buy your tickets:
Get tickets in the
Alumni Department
in Sickler Hall or pay
with a credit card by
calling 85115.
Admission is $10 for
TU students.

A&E
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Stockman’s interest in U2 led him to research their lives outside of
the spotlight, most notably, their spirituality. Walk On: The Spiritual
Journey of U2 was published by Relevant Books in 2001.

IFC invites Irish
author to share
thoughts on
faith, culture, U2
Photo courtesy movies.yahoo.com

Hero is the three-fold tale of a nameless Chinese warrior played by Jet Li. Originally released in
China, filmmaker Quentin Tarantino introduced it to American theatres late this summer.

These aspects expose the
film's heavy reliance upon its
successful
predecessor,
Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon. Almost everything
from CTHD finds its way
into Hero.
Hero's haunting soundtrack
sounds very similar to CTHD.
The swordplay, costumes and
character depth are comparative. With that said, Hero may
seem like CTHD part 2, but it
sets itself apart with its non-linear plot, intense attention on
aesthetics and its sweeping cinematography.
Where CTHD was confined
and a bit claustrophobic in its
use of buildings for its sets,
Hero feels more open and free
in the natural world.
Hero's artistic cinematography is astonishing in its sensitivity to this beauty. The film
mostly takes place in the barren
wastelands of China where
CTHD filmed its raider/abduction scene. Many of the scenes
only involve people and no

structures. The feel is that of
isolation and abandonment, but
the romantic undercurrent of
wanderlust captured me.
The film's major strengths
are not in its exciting (though
sometimes tedious) fight
scenes or in its unflinching
character depth. Rather, its
strength lies in its sensitivity to
beauty in whatever form it takes.
Whether the beauty is in the
color of clothes, cloud formations over the desert or the path
of droplet of water, the film
deftly portrays natural beauty
without appearing sappy or forced.
Besides the non-linear plot,
the subtitles are a potential
downside. Since the film is in
Mandarin, the characters sometimes speak so rapidly that, for
some scenes, I could only read
the subtitles with brief glances
at the scene.
The Chinese version of the
film was originally released in
2003 and I was able to see it on
DVD before it was released to
U.S. theatres.

Music Department
announces
Performing Artist
Series schedule
BY JOE DARLING
A & E EDITOR
This
year,
the
Music
Department's Performing Artist
Series will offer more than justclassical music.
The PAS committee presents
a number of artist-level performances across a broad spectrum of genres. A multi-media
jazz performance, a flamenco
artist, a duo piano recital and a
children's choir are just a few
of the options provided for
music enthusiasts.
One of the committee's primary purposes in presenting
these artists is to allow people
to enjoy a level of artistry at a
reasonable price, according to
Dr. Albert Harrison, PAS committee chair.
"We want our students to see
professional level performances…in an inexpensive way,"

said Harrison. "It's very reasonable when you think of just
walking across campus."
Ticket prices for performances range from $6 for students to $10 for adults. Season
passes are also available.
Dr. Harrison is hopeful the
lineup will attract many Taylor
students who may feel that they
won't enjoy more formal musical performances.
"It takes a deeper cultivation
to obtain an appreciation for
the art," said Harrison. "The
only way to do that is to come
to events. In the past, the students have said 'I'm glad I
came.'"
The first event of the season
will feature Taiwanese pianists
performing a wide variety of
pieces by well-known artists.
Season schedules are available in the Music and
Communications offices.

The U.S. version came fresh
with
new
subtitles.
Unfortunately, they were drastically dumbed down from the
original release. In the original,
the subtitles added vast
amounts of character depth and
intelligence. In the current theatrical version, almost all of
this depth is lost.
Despite its foray into mysticism, the film tackles the difficult issue of revenge and the
selflessness needed to move
beyond personal hurts to see
the big picture. The film concludes that a true hero sacrifices his desires for the greater
good of all.
Overall, the film is more of
an artistic visual feast than a
martial arts epic. The film's
obsessive attention to aesthetics makes this film a masterpiece to behold.
Hero is now playing at
Showplace 7 in Muncie. Daily
showtimes are 4:45 p.m., 7:20
p.m. and 9:40 p.m.

Taylor
Performing
Artist Series
Schedule
September 24 - The
Long Duo
October 29 - The
Indianapolis Children’s
Choir
January 17 - “Hits and
Homeruns” Byron
Motley
February 27 - “St John
Passion” Kammer Bach
March 19 - “Viva
Flamenco” Ronald
Radford with Tamara la
Garbancita
For more event or ticket
information, call Judy
Kirkwood at (765) 9985289

BY JOE DARLING
A & E EDITOR
Belfast to Upland, Queen's University to Taylor University, IFC
will welcome renowned author and minister, Steve Stockman, to
share his perspective on faith, culture, art and U2.
Students and faculty will have the opportunity to hear and interact with one of Europe's leading Christian voices in a question and
answer session in Modelle Metcalf at 3 p.m. and a presentation in
the Student Union at 8:15 p.m.
After 20 years of digging through interviews and articles on the
highly revered Irish rock quartet, U2, Stockman decided to compile his findings in a book, Walk On: The Spiritual Journey of U2.
His focus delves into the ambiguities and rumors surrounding this
heavily debated band. It exposes the truth about the resurfacing spirituality that they emphasize in their music and
public appearances.
Some of the controversy that stirred Stockman to begin writing
Walk On was the public's confusion over U2's lifestyle within the
realm of traditional Christianity. The rock band stereotypes fit
appropriately to U2. They don't hide the fact that they drink, smoke
and swear. They party just like the others. However, deeply rooted
within their music is a message of hope and according to the last
track of 2000's All That You Can't Leave Behind, grace.
"My aim in Walk On has been to encourage people to pay attention to the sky of U2's work," said Stockman on his website. "Ears
have never had such a fantastic noise to have truth sent to
them through."
Stockman's authoritative perspective on U2 isn't scratching the
surface of the diverse topics he has spoken on in the past. His
efforts as a speaker closely align with those of Taylor's IFC, to
integrate faith and culture.
In addition to Stockman's role as an author and speaker,
he serves as the chaplain of Queen's University in Belfast, Northern
Ireland. He is also host for Ulster, his radio show on the BBC.
"Art is an aspect of faith that we tend to forget," said IFC member Katie McCullum. "What I love about Steve Stockman is that he
not only recognizes the importance of art in the form of music
within the Church, but he encourages us to look beyond the stereotype of 'secular bands' to see what their lyrics say about
spirituality today."
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Trojans’ comeback falls short
Taylor turnovers lead to 17-point halftime deficit, 19-12 loss to rival
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
Trailing 19-2 at the half, the
Taylor football team’s comeback bid fell short last Saturday
against “wagon wheel” rival
Anderson University.
First half turnovers doomed
the Trojans, giving AU good
field position and easy scores.
The game promised to be a
defensive battle from the
beginning, as neither team was
able to get any offense going in
the first quarter.
On the first play of the second
quarter, Anderson’s Wyatt
Gayer sacked Taylor quarterback Wes Krider, forcing a
fumble. AU’s Joey Owens
returned the fumble 22 yards
for a touchdown. The extra
point was missed, giving
Anderson a 6-0 lead.
On Taylor’s next possession,

freshman tailback Anthony Lee
fumbled. Anderson wasted no
time putting the ball in the end
zone once again, this time a 35yard pass play from Chris
McKee to Hyman Smith.
On AU’s
Anderson
19 two-point
conversion
Taylor
12 a t t e m p t ,
Next game:
TU freshSept. 25 vs. St. man safety
Ambrose (1-0), J e r e m y
Lochner
1:30 p.m.
intercepted
M c K e e ’s
pass and returned it 100 yards
to make the score 12-2.
Just before the half, Anderson
scored again on a 2-yard
McKee to Smith connection to
put the Ravens up 19-2 heading
into the locker room.
The second half was all
Taylor. Safety Joe Stamm
picked off a McKee pass and

Taylor drove 64 yards, but
missed a field goal.
Near the end of the third quarter, Taylor drove 63 yards for a
touchdown. Tad Litwiller carried it in from 5 yards out to
bring Taylor to within 19-9.
Lee did most of the work on
the drive with two runs
totalling 50 yards.
In the fourth, junior Matt
Carmichael pounced on an
Anderson fumble and Taylor
drove the the AU eight-yard
line. However, a Robby Smith
field goal was all Taylor would
get, making the deficit seven.
On Anderson’s next possession, Taylor forced a punt, but
was held on fourth-and-one on
Anderson’s 42-yard line.
Needing just one more defensive stand, Taylor’s defense
clamped down again. But on
fourth-and-two Taylor jumped
offside, allowing Anderson to

run out the clock.
Taylor dominated the game
offensively, out-gaining the
Ravens 304-191, led by Lee’s
145 rushing yards.
Krider went 12-of-19 passing
for 131 yards.
Defensively, senior Ryan Ott
led the way with eight tackles,
followed by five by Adam
Foote and four by Stamm.
Taylor (0-2) is off this weekend and hosts St. Ambrose next
Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Stats through week two
Points scored: 19
Points allowed: 57
Rush yards per game: 107.5
Pass yards per game: 106.0
Completion percentage: 43.5
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THIS WEEK...
Home games in bold

MEN’S SOCCER
Today
Saturday
Wednesday

1 p.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.

at Brescia
at Asbury
at Earlam

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Today
Saturday
Wednesday

3 p.m.
12 p.m.
4 p.m.

at St. Francis (vs. Brescia)
at St. Francis (vs. Sienna)
vs. Goshen

VOLLEYBALL
Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

vs. Spring Arbor

MEN’S TENNIS
Saturday
Tuesday

10 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

vs. Grace
vs. Goshen

WOMEN’S TENNIS
Saturday
Tuesday

11 a.m.
4 p.m.

at Grace
vs. Goshen

MEN’S/WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Today

5:15 p.m.

at Indiana Championships

Youthful men’s tennis team holding its own
Trojans rely heavily on freshman and
sophomores who gain experience every
day they step on the court
BY ANDREW SLATE
STAFF WRITER
Two juniors, four sophomores,
five freshmen. Meet Taylor's
men's tennis team. The future is
bright, but even better, the
future is now.
Taylor is off to a solid start
with a 3-3 record overall, 2-1 in
the Mid-Central Conference.
Dominating
wins
over
Earlham, Huntington and
Spring Arbor have solidified
Taylor's record so far.
"We've had some pretty tough
matches early," sophomore
Andrew Smiley said. "But they
will get us ready for the meat of
our schedule."
The prime meat of the schedule Smiley is referring to is
reigning MCC champion
Indiana Wesleyan, which
comes to Taylor on Sept. 30.
Juniors Jon Teune and Scott
Schmeissing have lead the
Trojans so far this year with
four doubles victories and
freshman Sam Rocke has five
singles victories.

Sophomores Ben Billman,
Stephan Leman, Andrew
Smiley and Ryan Spencer have
provided solid contributions in
singles and doubles competition as well.
Taylor's "fab five" class of
freshmen
includes
Greg
Branda, Kyle Brown, Jorge
Burmicky, Andrew Miller and
Sam Rocke. Burmicky and
Rocke have played consistently
at the #1 and #2 positions.
Burmicky is a foreign
exchange
student
from
Venezuela who lived in
Greentown, Ind. last year. He
has played tennis since he was
eight years old and was the
2003 Indiana State Runner-Up.
"It's been pretty easy for me
to adapt here (at Taylor),"
Burmicky said. "Playing tennis
in college is a different level
and the competition and the
team have made it a lot of fun."
The Trojans opened the season with a 7-0 win at Earlham.
Burmicky picked up his first
collegiate win as a Trojan, 6-7
(7), 7-6 (8), 10-5.

Photo by Matt Wissman

Junior Jon Teune gets ready to hit a serve in last weekend’s match. The team is 3-3 so far and hosts Grace tomorrow and Goshen on
Tuesday. Freshmen Jorge Burmicky and Same Rocke are Taylor’s #1 and 2 singles players.

Two days later, Taylor
dropped a close 5-4 decision to
Marian. Taylor split the six singles matches, but only won one
of three doubles matches.

The Trojans bounced back
with a 8-1 win over Spring
Arbor, but followed with a 7-2
defeat at the hands of Olivet.
Burmicky and Rocke got the

two wins for Taylor.
Two days later, Taylor beat
Huntington 9-0, but dropped
the next match to DePauw 7-1.
Taylor's next two matches are

at home tomorrow at 10 a.m.
against Grace, and Tuesday
against Goshen at 3:30 p.m.
Yesterday’s match with
Anderson was cancelled.

Jarheads compete in Taylor Men’s
Invite; Maddawgs on their own soccer
matches
win total
from last
season

Photo by Matt Wissman

Lotery Heath rounds a turn in last Saturday’s Taylor
Invitational against Ind. Wesleyan and St. Francis.

Half of the annual Taylor Invitational cross
country meet was held last Saturday.
On the men’s side, Indiana Wesleyan and St.
Francis came to compete. On the women’s
side, however, Taylor was without an
opponent.
St. Francis’ women’s cross country team was
unable to participate due to eligibility conflicts,
so the “Maddawgs” were forced to compete
against themselves.
The team split up and ran a hokum karem in
which each member runs a mile in relay format
for a total of three miles each.
Today, both the men’s and women’s teams
travel to Purdue University in West Lafayette
for the Indiana Intercollegiate Championships.
The event features 25 teams from around
the state.
The women’s 5K race will begin at 4:30 p.m.
and the men’s 8K will begin at 5:15 p.m.
There will be two divisions, Big Schools
Division and Small Schools Division.

2-1 comeback
victory over
Indiana Tech
gives Trojans
3-3 record
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
The Taylor soccer team, under
first year head coach Gary
Ross, has already evened its
record in the win column with
its record last season.
Saturday the team came from
behind to beat Indiana Tech
with the strength of second half

Photo by Matt Wissman

Elise Knapp awaits the tap from Courtney Head last Saturday. The Maddawgs had no opponent.

Sports

Men’s League 1
1. Off Campus
3-0
2. Dirty Gnomes 2-0
3. FoSo
2-1
4. The Husch
1-1
5. 3rd East
1-1
6. 2nd West
1-1
7. Broho A
1-1
8. 2nd Berg
1-1
9. Penthouse Log 0-3
10. Team Jesus
0-3

Photo by Matt Wissman

Senior Tim Howard tries to beat an Indiana Tech defender on
Saturday afternoon. Taylor beat the Warriors 2-1.

goals by seniors Andy Howard
and Matt May.
Indiana Tech scored first,
seven minutes into the game on
a direct kick. The goal
remained the lone goal of the
game until midway through the
second half when Howard
evened the score.
Less than ten minutes later,
May knocked in a header by
Jake Edgerton to give Taylor
the win.

Paul Holliday and Benj
Petrolje combined for nine
saves in goal for the Trojans.
Last Friday Taylor fell to the
University of Indianapolis 2-0.
The Trojans (3-3) play today
and tomorrow at the St. Francis
tournament. Today’s match is
against 23rd ranked Brescia (31) and tomorrow’s is against
Asbury (2-3). Both start at 1
p.m. Taylor also plays at
Earlham (2-3) on Wednesday.

Intramural football standings (as of 9/16/04)
Women’s League 1
Men’s League 2
1. Massive Umleitung3-0
1. Off Campus
2-0
2. 3rd West
2-0
2. 3rd West Olsen 2-1
3. 2 Easy
2-1
3. 3rd Berg
2-1
4. 3rd Center
1-1
4. 2nd Center Olsen 2-1
5. Sammy II
1-1
5. Southside
1-1
6. Penthouse Toga 1-1
7. Broho B
1-1
6. 3CE/ 3NE
1-1
8. Eastcoast Dolphins 1-1
7. First East Beasts 1-2
9. Bhone
1-3
8. 3rd Center Olsen 1-2
10. Gnasty Gnomes 0-2
9. Swallow Robin 0-3
11. Faculty
0-2

Women’s League 2
1. 1st West Olsen 2-0
2. 2nd West Olsen 2-0
3. 4th Berg
2-0
4. 1st North English 2-1
5. 2/3 Gerig
1-1
6. 2NCE
1-1
7. 2nd East Olsen
1-2
8. Third East Olsen 0-3
9. Dirty South
0-3

